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The ALICE experiment at CERN is developing an upgrade of the three innermost layers of the
Inner Tracking System (ITS3) to be installed during the Long Shutdown 3 of the LHC (2026–28).
Based on a commercial 65 nm CMOS imaging technology for monolithic active pixel sensors, it
consists of truly cylindrical wafer-scale bent stitched detectors that can be installed as close as 18
mm to the interaction point and will dramatically reduce the material budget in the region close
to the interaction point to 0.05% X0 per layer. This contribution provides an overview on the
development of sensor readout for prototypes based on the 65 nm technology within the context of
the ITS3 upgrade R&D, as well as an outlook on the final readout system, including requirements,
plans, and current advancements.
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1. Towards a truly cylindrical inner tracker7

A novel vertexing detector is currently under development, which will replace the three in-8

nermost layers of the Inner Tracker System of the ALICE experiment at CERN during the Long9

Shutdown 3 of the LHC (2026–28) [1]. The concept is based on wafer-scale bent CMOS mono-10

lithic active pixel sensors manufactured in a new 65 nm technology developed by Tower Partners11

Semiconductor Co. (TPSCo). It will consist of three truly cylindrical layers wrapped around the12

beam pipe, with the closest one at a radial distance of 18 mm from the interaction point.13

This design is enabled by a process called stitching [3] used to manufacture sensors that are14

much larger than the design reticle, which normally measures approximately 3× 2 cm2. The layout15

of the photomask is structured into subunits that are lithographed onto the wafer over adjacent16

locations according to a predefined pattern with accurate translations and alignment. By repeating17

the subunits in space and interconnecting them at the abutment boundaries, chips can be produced18

with diagonals close to the wafer diameter, that is up to 300 mm in length. The stitched sensor then19

undergoes dicing and thinning to below 50 µm, with the latter being the key to take advantage of the20

flexible nature of silicon [5]. These large sensors can be wrapped around the beam pipe, as shown21

in the CAD drawing in figure 1a. A mechanical mock-up of a half-barrel built with dummy chips is22

shown in figure 1b, with layers measuring 280 mm in length and 56, 75, and 94 mm in width from23

innermost to outermost.24 G. Aglieri Rinella and ALICE Collaboration Nuclear Inst. and Methods in Physics Research, A 1049 (2023) 168018

Fig. 1. CAD rendering of the ITS3 detector concept.

Fig. 2. Views of the DUT for beam tests with 6 ALPIDE chips bent at the radii of the
ITS3.

requires that power supply and data transfer are implemented on the
sensor, possibly entirely in the metal stack of the chip, over distances
that can reach 27 cm.

Cooling has to be by air flow to minimise the cooling components
and material. Past developments [3] in the context of the ALICE ITS
Upgrade have shown that cooling using a low-speed air flow is a viable
option if the average power dissipation over the sensor surface is less
than 20 mW_cm2.

The ALPIDE chip dissipation is close to 40 mW_cm2, with the pixels
consuming less than 7 mW_cm2 and the remainder being dissipated in
the periphery and in the output drivers. The change of technology node
from 180 nm node to 65 nm with the related voltage scaling is expected
to bring a reduction of power by at least a factor 2 for similar sensor
features.

3. Developments on bent sensors and mechanical integration

The feasibility of operating monolithic sensors after bending has
been demonstrated using ALPIDE sensor chips [6]. Several ALPIDE
chips have now been operated after bending at 18 mm radius in various
laboratory setups and beam tests. The tests have confirmed experimen-
tally that a high detection efficiency is maintained over comfortable
operating ranges when the sensors are bent.

The ITS3 project has accumulated experience in operating bent
ALPIDE chips in beam tests. Fig. 2 shows one of the more complex sam-
ples under test. Its layout mimics the configuration foreseen for ITS3.
It contains 6 ALPIDE chips bent at the target radii and simultaneously
functional.

Another major development line relates to the questions on the
feasibility of the mechanical integration of the ITS3 detector. A series
of mechanical integration prototypes have been produced to develop
the methods and address these questions. A mechanical prototype of

Fig. 3. Mechanical integration prototype of a half barrel of ITS3.

a full half barrel integrating three half cylindrical layers has been
manufactured (Fig. 3). This prototype is based on dummy silicon dies
of the final dimensions, thinned down to 50 �m or less and bent at
the nominal radii. The silicon dummies are held in place by very
lightweight carbon foam support components.

4. Microelectronic developments

The primary objective for the microelectronic developments is to
search and find a path to build single-die monolithic pixel sensors with
the required dimensions of 27 cm on the long edge and 5.6 or 7.5 or
9.4 cm on the shorter edges, at the same time meeting the required
resolution and readout rate capabilities. This has to be achieved with
a single design corresponding to a single manufacturing masks set.

The target technology is a 65 nm CMOS Imaging Process by TP-
SCo [7]. This is implemented on wafers with a diameter of 300 mm
and offers a stitching option which enables the building of very large
devices.

The developments are phased through a series of submissions in
silicon planned over the years 2020–2026. The installation of the new
detector in the cavern is planned in the course of LHC Long Shutdown
3 (2026–2028). A first submission was completed at the end of 2020.
This employed a Multi-Layer per Reticle strategy and was called MLR1.
At date, work is ongoing to complete the submission of an Engineering
Run (ER1) using the full mask set and stitching. The microelectronics
development activities have been framed within the CERN EP R&D
Work Package focusing on the development of monolithic pixel sensors.
This allowed the fruitful sharing and coordination of design effort
among engineers of several institutes, including ones that are not
members of the ALICE Collaboration.

5. Results of the first submission

The MLR1 submission had as primary goals to develop know-how
about the target technology, to verify that efficient particle detec-
tors could be made with it and to characterise experimentally the
performance of prototype circuits and pixel sensors.

The submission included a large variety of prototype circuits, com-
plete functional blocks and prototypes of pixel arrays. Most of the
designs were implemented in small test chips with a common footprint
of 1.5 mm ù 1.5 mm. Tests on the prototype chips have been made or
are currently being completed.

Transistor Test Structure included in MLR1 allowed a detail char-
acterisation of many basic devices. These work as expected and pre-
sented performances similar to other 65 nm technologies that have been
previously characterised for applications in particle detection.
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(a) CAD rendering of the ITS3 detector concept.
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Full-size sensors

• ER2: first full-size sensor 

- Prototype of the final sensor (& 
readout) for ITS3


- Status: starting, very 
preliminary stage


• ER3: final ASIC

Half barrel mockup: 280 × 94 mm2 (outermost layer)

Final system

24

(b) Mechanical mock-up of a half-barrel.

Figure 1: The ITS3 detector design concept. Layers measure 280 mm in length and 56, 75, and 94 mm in
width from innermost to outermost.

This upgrade aims to provide a substantial reduction of the material budget from the current25

0.35% 𝑋0 of the ITS2 to approximately 0.05% 𝑋0 per layer in the region close to the interaction26

point [1, 6]. It is expected to provide a factor two improvement and a 30% improvement on the27

impact parameter resolution for charge-particle tracks with 𝑝𝑇 = 1 GeV/c. This will significantly28

improve the measurement of low-momentum charm hadrons and low-mass dielectrons in heavy-ion29

collisions at the LHC, which are among the main goals of the ALICE physics program in the next30

decade.31

An intensive R&D effort is currently ongoing, and some milestones have already been achieved.32

A first submission in TPSCo 65 nm named Multi-Layer Reticle 1 (MLR1) was received in summer33

2021 and focused on a large number of small prototype structures in different processing flavors as a34
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test of the technology. The following Engineering Run 1 (ER1) submission was completed in autumn35

2022 and includes the first prototypes of wafer-scale stitched sensors, with an expected delivery36

by mid-2023. Two additional submissions labeled Engineering Run 2 (ER2) and Engineering Run37

3 (ER3) are in the planning stage with a target for completion of second half of 2023 and 2024,38

respectively, and will include full-scale sensors as prototypes for the final system.39

2. MLR1 Test System40

The TPSCo 65 nm technology needs to be thoroughly verified both in terms of radiation41

hardness and pixel performance for high-energy physics applications. For this reason, MLR142

included a large number of dies in different processing flavors that provided crucial insight and43

input for the design of larger and more complex structures.44

2.1 Test structures of MLR145

Among the numerous structures in MLR1, the following were of particular significance in46

testing different design options:47

• APTS is a 6 × 6 pixel matrix with pixel pitch of 10–25 µm. It has an analog front-end with48

parallel analog output from the central 4 × 4 pixels. Produced in almost fifty variants, its49

purpose is to finely test the parameters of the technology itself.50

• DPTS is a larger matrix of 32 x 32 pixels with a pitch of 15 µm. It has a digital front-end51

that outputs the time-encoded position of the hit pixels and it is instrumental to test in-pixel52

discrimination.53

• CE65 is an even larger matrix available in different sizes up to 64 x 32 pixels with pitch54

of 15 µm. It has an analog front-end with a single-output rolling-shutter readout. This55

structure is intended to test large-scale matrices and get preliminary information of the56

tracking capabilities.57

2.2 Readout system58

A portable readout system (figure 2) has been developed to characterize and test some of the59

chips of MLR1. Given the hundreds of sensors to test, one of the main goals was an inexpensive60

readout system, which allowed the distribution of approximately fifty units to collaborating institutes61

for a joint characterization effort. The starting point for the design was the data acquisition (DAQ)62

board for ALPIDE [8], the sensor currently used in the ITS2, that was revised for the operation of63

MLR1 sensors.64

A proximity card plugged into the PCIe connector of the DAQ board provides features that65

are specific to the chip being operated via 28 digital I/Os of adjustable logic voltage (1.5–3.3 V),66

which were not part of the original ALPIDE DAQ board design. For APTS, all 16 pixels are67

sampled simultaneously at up to 4 MHz by eight dual-channel ADCs. DPTS requires a ∼GHz68

bandwidth, which exceeds the DAQ board capabilities, so the output is sent to an oscilloscope69

through a SMA connector located on the carrier card. The output is recorded and then decoded by70

the host computer. The proximity card also provides an output for the analog monitoring of pixel71

3
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DAQ Board Proximity Card Carrier Card
Vbb

FPGA

Cypress FX3
Slave FIFO int.

Trg. I/O Busy I/O

JTAG
Interface

Current/Temp 
Sensing

Chip Selection 
Pins

Power
DPTS Carrier Card

MLR1 test system
FPGA-based DAQ board + chip-specific proximity + carrier card

5

To oscilloscope (DPTS & some APTS variants)

Reverse bias

Figure 2: MLR1 test system, from left to right: the FPGA-based DAQ board, the chip-specific proximity
card, and chip carrier card.

[0,0]. CE65 is sampled by a single-channel 16-bit ADC at an adjustable sampling frequency up72

to 40 MHz, with a readout phase with respect to steering that can be tuned in 1 ns increments. A73

custom carrier card hosts the actual chips and is plugged into the proximity card, with power and74

digital or analog signals carried via a PCIe connector.75

3. ER176

The ER1 submission includes two large stitched sensors named Monolithic Stitched Sensor77

(MOSS) and Monolithic Stitched Sensor with Timing (MOST) that are built, as shown in figure 3,78

by joining ten subunits only limited in length by the size of the reticle, measuring approximately 2579

cm. Both have digital front-ends with a different approach in the readout design, as described in80

the following sections.81

3.1 MOSS82

The MOSS is a 6.7 megapixels sensor, measuring 1.4×25.9 cm2. As shown in figure 4, each of83

its ten subunits is composed of two half-units (top and bottom) that are also the power segmentation84

domains. Each half-unit contains four matrices, with a pixel pitch of 22.5 µm at the top and 18 µm85

at the bottom, and a pixel count of 256 × 256 and 320 × 320 pixels respectively.86

The chip features a binary zero-suppressed readout with parameterizable strobe duration that87

sequentially encodes the addresses of pixels containing hits. Pixels can be masked and feature88

analog charge injection and digital pulse testing. Readout requests are sent over the serial slow89

control and the data can be read out either locally from a single half-unit via 8-bit synchronous90

port or from the sensor as a whole chip, provided that the stitching works, via a 4-bit synchronous91

bus on the left endcap. On-chip signal relaying and regeneration ensure successful long-range92

transmission over the considerable length of the chip. Eighteen bits are needed per matrix per hit93

for the encoding, that is nine bits for the row address and nine bits for the column address. The data94

is packaged into an event according to the structure detailed in table 1.95
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Reminder: stitching (2)
Simplified principle

‣ principle

5Magnus Mager (CERN) | ITS3 | ALICE upgrade week | 20.09.2022 |

wafer 
(⌀=300 mm)

reticle 
(mask)

what we “design”
what we want to fabricate

Reticle (mask)
Wafer 

(⌀ = 300 mm)

Top part

Repeated 
sub-unit 26 cm

Figure 3: Stitched sensors included in the Engineering Run 1 submission: Monolithic Stitched Sensor
(MOSS) and Monolithic Stitched Sensor with Timing (MOST).
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10Pedro.Leitao@cern.chMOSS Prototype

MOSS Prototype summary
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Pitch 18 µm
- Compact layout
- 11 mW/cm2 (analog FE)
- 1us peaking time

Pitch 22.5 µm
- Conservative layout
- 7 mW/cm2 (analog FE)
- 1us peaking time

1 of 10

FINE PITCH PIXELS 
(18 µm)

LARGE PITCH PIXELS 
(22.5 µm)

320 X 320 
pixels

256 X 256 
pixels

25.9 cm

14
 m

m

- 1.4 x 26 cm monolithic stitched sensor
- Binary readout with parameterizable strobe duration
- In-pixel latch with fast OR for column and row signals
- Analog and digital pulse testing per pixel
- Periphery designed with custom DFM std cell library
- Matrix designed with DFM rules in mind
- 736.3 Million transistors
- 1.67 Million pixels TPSCo65 monolithic tech

6.72 megapixel 

MOSS Design Challenges

Stitching
Significant reduction of circuit density

Long-range power distribution and signals 
transmission 

Large number of independent power domains

Leakage currents

PM2021 - Solid State Detectors - Stitched MAPS towards ALICE ITS3 25
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Figure 4: MOSS structure and readout paths.

3.2 MOST96

As shown in picture 5, the MOST measures 0.25 × 25.5 cm2 and its design features an event-97

driven asynchronous readout, schematically presented in picture 6. The data is time-stamped,98

which allows for measurements of time of arrival and time over threshold. Its structure is based on99

independent groups of four pixels organized in 64 columns. Each pixel group is equipped with a100

ring oscillator and a shift register to injecting serial hit data on shared transmission lines, of which101

there are four per column. The serial hit data are tagged with column ID by column encoders at chip102
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Word Word Size Binary data
IDLE 8 bits 1111_1111

UNIT_FRAME_HEADER 8 bits 1101_<unit_id[3:0]>

UNIT_FRAME_TRAILER 8 bits 1110_0000

REGION_HEADER 8 bits 1100_00_<region_id[1:0]>

DATA_0 8 bits 00_<hit_row_pos[8:3]>

DATA_1 8 bits 01_<hit_row_pos[2:0]>_<hit_cln_pos<8:6>

DATA_2 8 bits 10_<hit_cln_pos<5:0>

Table 1: Data packets included in an event according to the MOSS communication protocol.

Valerio Sarritzu Pixel2022

MOST
MOnolithic Stitched sensor with Timing

• Event-driven, asynchronous readout (data time stamp → ToA and ToT) 

• Global power net with finer power segmentation 

• Pros: 
• reduced dead-area (readout is distributed in active matrix area)

• no strobing, no clock distribution: more power-efficient for low hit-rates


• Cons: 
• Asynchronous decoding off-chip @ up to 2 Gbit/s (more development)

• Asynch sharing of tx lines -> hit data packets might collide @ high hit rates (data 

loss)

13

top		
endcap	stitch

bottom		
endcap	stitch

MOST Readout Flow

Tagging with 
column ID

64x columns of 
4 pixels

Merging of TX 
lines: 256 to 4

tx line

BUFFERS

OUTPUT

To off-chip decoding

2 Gbit/s (max)

25.5 mm

2.5 mm

x10

Figure 5: MOST structure. Note that only one of the ten subunits is shown here, for the purpose of better
illustrating a design of an extremely thin aspect ratio.

bottom periphery, after which the transmission lines are merged, reducing the number of required103

channels from 256 to four. The data is then sent off chip by four current-mode logic output buffers.104

The maximum data rate on the bus in the matrix is 2 Gb/s, and since data is transferred directly to105

one of the four outputs, the maximum data rate per output is 2 Gb/s. Decoding of hit data is not106

included in the MOST prototype.107

The MOST architecture presents a series of trade-offs. The higher power granularity reduces108

the number of pixels or the size of the sectors that need to be powered down in case of defects. The109

dead-area is also reduced as the readout is distributed in active matrix area, and it is more power110

efficient at low hit rates, as it requires no strobing or clock distribution. However, drawbacks include111

the need to have asynchronous decoding off-chip at data rates up to 2 Gbit/s, which requires more112

development, potentially requiring oversampling to compensate for group transmission mismatch.113

The asynchronous sharing of transmission lines might lead to hit data packets colliding at high hit114

rates, thus incurring potential data loss, although it could be mitigated by parallelism and interleaved115

geometry of pixel groups.116

3.3 MOSS Test System117

A dedicated test system for MOSS has been developed. The main goals for the readout system118

revolve around testing the very first large sensor design with stitching for high-energy physics. More119

specifically, all of its basic features need to be accessible with the goal to assess manufacturing120

yield and design for manufacturability, and functional yield at half unit, block, column/row/pixel121

level granularity. It also needs to provide proper mechanical support for a huge and delicate chip122

in a variety of use cases, e.g. lab testing or test beams. The concept for the test system is shown in123

figure 7 and it is based on three different types of boards:124

6
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MOST Readout Flow

Tagging with 
column ID

64x columns of 
4 pixels

Merging of TX 
lines: 256 to 4

tx line

BUFFERS

OUTPUT

To off-chip decoding

2 Gbit/s (max)

Figure 6: MOST readout flow.

• A carrier card, used to host and connect the MOSS chip as shown in figure 8a. The board125

provides access to all features of the chip via five 560-pin connectors located along its126

perimeter. As shown in figure 8b, four connectors are dedicated to the chip’s four quadrants,127

each containing five independently operable half-units. A fifth connector operates the chip128

as two halves via the stitched backbone.129

• Five proximity cards, one to control and read out each quadrant, and one for the whole top130

and bottom halves via the stitched backbone.131

• Automation and readout modules to steer the proximity boards and interface the sensor control132

and readout with a computer.133

All active components have been acquired and a prototype is currently under validation, with134

the goal of commissioning by the time the chips are delivered in mid-2023.135

4. Final Readout136

Due to the design for the final chip being in its very early stages, the specifics of the final137

readout system have yet to be delineated. However, some preliminary considerations can already138

be made at this stage, on the bases of which some important R&D has already started. This section139

outlines the ITS readout requirements and summarizes the work that is currently being carried out140

on some key components of the final readout system.141
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Figure 7: MOSS test system concept.
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Figure 8: MOSS carrier board.
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4.1 Requirements and plans142

The Inner Layers of ITS3 will be closer to interaction point with the innermost one moving143

from a radial distance of 23 mm to 18 mm, which results in a 70% flux increase as shown in table 2.144

This translates to a rate of 2.2 MHz cm−2 for Pb–Pb collisions at 50 kHz, which is already within145

the capabilities of the current ITS. Furthermore, the minimum integration time of its sensors is 1146

microsecond, so there is already the margin for the ITS2 to operate well beyond a rate of 100 kHz147

for Pb–Pb collisions. The main conclusion that can be drawn from this data is that the readout units148

and power distribution system of the ITS2 can be reused for the ITS3, with considerable savings in149

terms of budget.150

Particle density (cm−2)
ITS2 ITS3

Layer Hadronic𝑎 QED electrons𝑏 Hadronic𝑎 QED electrons𝑏

L0 43 7 73 12
L1 25 3 43 8
L2 17 2 29 6

Table 2: Comparison between expected maximum particle rates in the layers of the ITS2 and ITS3 inner
barrel.
𝑎 Maximum particle density in central Pb–Pb collisions (including secondaries produced in material) for a
magnetic field of 0.2 T.
𝑏 For an integration time of 10 µs, an interaction rate of 50 kHz, and a magnetic field of 0.2 T.

4.2 Current R&D151

4.2.1 Serializer152

A serializer is in development under the name GWT-PSI with a target for data rates up to 10.24153

Gbps and the added advantage of a fairly contained power budget, operating at around 24 mW. The154

main blocks in the design, shown in figure 9a, are a synthesized digital core and a custom analog155

core. A prototype of the latter (figure 9b) has been submitted with ER1 and it includes features that156

will be instrumental to its characterization, such as adjustable data rates in the range 1.28–10.24157

Gbps and preset pattern generation. Testing will start as soon as the ER1 submission is delivered.158

4.2.2 Flexible printed circuit159

In order to route the signals of the ITS3, a custom flexible printed circuit (FPC) has been160

designed that can suit the cylindrical shape of the tracker. Figure 10 shows a rendering of how the161

installed FPC will look within the mechanical support frame around the beam pipe.162

Since each layer covers a different area depending on the radial distance from the interaction163

point, the requirements for the FPC also depend on the layer. In order to accommodate this, the164

sensors are partitioned in 18 mm stripes, each requiring eight lines for the data, one for the clock and165

two for control. The bandwidth requirements are about 5 Gbps per link for the data and on the order166

of a few tens of MHz for the CLK & CTRL lines. Table 3 summarizes the overall requirements for167

each layer. A prototype has been produced and testing will start shortly.168
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GWT_PSI data serializer and wireline transmitter

Final system
Current R&D: serializer (GWT-PSI)

• Key features of GWT-PSI: 
• Digital + analog core blocks

• Data rate: 10.24 Gbps

• Low power: 24mW


• NKF7 test chip in ER1: 
• Analog core prototype

• Data rates: 10.24 / 5.12 / 2.56 / 1.28 

Gbps

21

Analog core of the GWT-
PSI block 

(290um x 100um)

NKF7 test chip

Analog 
core

PLL 320 MHz

640 MHz

FIFO DDR 
conv.

VDDPLL

LINE

DRIVER

VDDPLL

GNDEXT

LDO
VDDCORE

VDDDRIVER

VDDEXT

GND

40 MHz in

DATA in <31:0>

OUT+

OUT-

VDDCORE

VDDCORE
VDDDRIVER

GNDGWT
GNDGWT

GNDGWT

GNDGWT DLL

PLL clk out
DLL lock out
PLL lock out

(a) Design blocks.

Analog core 
(290um x 100um)

NKF7 test chip

Analog 
core

(b) Analog core test
chip.

Figure 9: GWT-PSI serializer block diagram and layout. Notable features include data rates up to 10.24
Gbps, no high-frequency external clock needed (a 40 MHz input is sufficient to generate the internal 320 and
640 MHz clocks), bypassable clock-cleaning PLL (ring-oscillator) with internal jitter below 30 ps peak to
peak, and built-in power-supply-cleaning LDO.
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Final system
Current R&D: flexible printed circuit (FPC)

• Bandwidth requirements: 
• Data: 5 Gb/s per link

• CLK & CTRL: few tens 

MHz


• Production: mid-end Jan 

22

# of links required, per layer
Layer Size Data CLK CTRL

L0 54 mm 24 3 6

L1 72 mm 32 4 8

L2 90 mm 40 5 10

L0  L1  L2 
|     |    |

Figure 10: Flexible printed circuit.

Layer Size Data Lines Clock Lines Control Lines
L0 54 mm 24 3 6
L1 72 mm 32 4 8
L2 90 mm 40 5 10

Table 3: Lines required in the FPC for data, clock, and control, for the three layers of the ITS3.
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4.2.3 Cables and repeaters169

As discussed in section 4.1, cables from ITS2 are in principle compatible with ITS3. To further170

test their limits, a more in-depth study has been conducted on the data rate realistically achievable171

between the staves and readout units currently in operation in the ITS2. The setup is schematically172

shown in figure 11.173

The maximum data rate achievable by the cables is 2 Gbps. A decision feedback equalizer174

(DFE) provide a minor improvement by amplifying the high frequency component of a signal175

without amplifying the noise content. When the DFE is enabled, 2.5 Gbps is feasible but the176

communication fails at 3 Gpbs. A buffer has been developed to achieve a major improvement in177

data rate up to 6 Gbps, with the DFE having little to no impact. The results of the various connection178

scenarios are summarized in table 4.179

Buffer DFE Maximum Data Rate

no
no <2 Gbps
yes 2.5 Gbps

yes
no 6.25

Gbpsyes

Table 4: Summary of the maximum data rate achievable by the cables used in ITS2 in different configurations.

Figure 11: Test setup for measuring the data rate achievable with the ITS2 cables when using a buffer
between the staves and readout units.

4.3 Engineering Run 2 & 3: first full-size sensors180

The ER2 submission will include the first full-size sensor, that will be the actual prototype of181

the final sensor (including its readout) for ITS3. The work has started but it is at a very preliminary182

stage. ER3 will contain the final ASIC for installation and commissioning.183

5. Conclusion and Outlook184

The ITS3 upgrade will provide the ALICE experiment with a truly cylindrical inner tracker.185

Its bent wafer-scale sensors are based on a new 65 nm technology by TPSCo. The first steps in186

the R&D program involved the characterization of small (1.5 × 1.5 mm2) test structures that were187

produced with the MLR1 submission in many different flavors. A custom test system was developed188

for this purpose, and the workload is shared by collaborating institutes over three continents.189
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The next submission (ER1) includes the first wafer-scale sensors with two different designs.190

The MOSS is the largest sensor, whereas the MOST is designed with a different approach, providing191

more granular power segmentation, less dead area, and better power efficiency, with some tradeoffs192

such as the need for off-detector decoding the possibility of data loss at high hit rates. A test system193

for the MOSS is currently under validation, with the goal of having it commissioned by the time194

the ER1 wafers are delivered in mid-2023.195

An outlook has been provided on the final readout, which is expected to sustain a data rate196

approximately twice that of the ITS2. Power and readout units are compatible with the ITS3,197

whereas some ancillary components have been purposefully designed and prototyped. A serializer198

is included in the ER1 submission and will be tested as soon as it is delivered. A signal repeater199

has also been developed to reuse existing cables at a bandwidth up to 6.25 Gbps by buffering the200

signal midway. A custom FPC has been designed to provide signal routing to the cylindrical sensors201

according to the expected bandwidth requirements and a prototype is in production for validation.202

The design of the new sensor is now entering its very early stages but the feedback from ER1,203

which is primarily intended to learn about stitching, will be crucial before the submission of the204

next chip. ER2 and ER3 will include, respectively, the first full-scale prototype of the final sensor205

and the final ASIC to be installed in the ITS3.206
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